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Chickadee Prince Books, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****.Patrolling the capital city of Vrukaar Prime, as the youngest member of
the Snaldrialooran Security Agency, FieldOp 2nd Class Ixdahan Daharek uncovers an unseemly
alliance. Remnants of a lost civilization, the legendary Onkendren, have teamed up with the
Vrukaari. Scarier still, the Onkendren are rumored to have built the Vexelanderan, a terrible device
giving them the power to reshape the very fabric of the universe. What if it falls into the slimy hands
of the Vrukaari warlords? Meanwhile, Lena Gabrilowicz, Ixdahan s closest human friend, has
puzzles of her own. First comes an unexplained energy pulse from deep space. Next, an eccentric
pack of humpback whales send her a startling mental image. Could this mean the aliens are back
on Earth? As darkness looms on the horizon, the questions get weirder. The answers involve an
assortment of extra-terrestrial cookware, a clone army of Olympic hopefuls and a robot with a
serious personality disorder. But with the tension mounting, no small part of Ixdahan s mind is
preoccupied--with deciding how to share his true feelings with Lena.
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Reviews
This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Va lentin Ha ne MD
This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am
going to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual
lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estr ella Howe DVM
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